*JUDGE NAME ___________________________  *STUDENT NAME _____________________________

(First/Last)                                                          (First/Last)

*SESSION NUMBER ________  *PRESENTATION TITLE ________________________________________

*Note: If fields noted REQUIRED are not completed, the evaluation will be disqualified.

Please award each section a score of 1 to 10. Comments noted in the box are used only for tiebreaking. Use the scale: 10 = Superior; 8 = Very good; 6 = Effective; 4 = Less effective; 2 = Improve

1. Research objectives, findings, and conclusions. Objective(s) are important to water resources field, well framed, well designed; findings and conclusions are supported by data presented.

Score:__________

2. Research methods and techniques. Uses appropriate methods; techniques are innovative or novel; and statistics are well used where applicable. Score:__________

3. Organization, design, and presentation. Organization is clear and effective; graphics are clear, readable, and capture important interpretation of results; language is professional, technically accurate, readable. Score:__________

4. Response to questions. Student answers questions well, understands the research, understands pre-existing work relevant to the research, understands implications and limitations of findings.

Score:__________

MAX SCORE = 40 points OD TOTAL SCORE: __________

COMMENTS (OPTIONAL – for tiebreak)